SWIMMING & DIVING TEAM CONTRACT

Team rules are as follows:

No alcohol, tobacco, vaping or drugs

Always demonstrate appropriate social media behavior

Be on time to practices

Be present at every swim meet or team function. If absent, the absence must be communicated either via voice or email. Email is preferred. All absences from swim meets must be reported at least 24 hours in advance.

If the athlete is well enough to attend school that day, they must report to the pool for practice. It will be the coaches’ decision on whether or not the athlete gets in the pool.

Athletes will maintain a positive attitude towards the school, the program, the staff, the coaches and teammates

Athletes must maintain a minimum grade point average of 2.0

Athletes must conduct themselves in a classy manner at all times

Athletes must still be a member of the team at the end of the season and swim at the Trinity League Championships and CIF championships (for those who qualify) and State championships (for those who qualify) to earn academic credit.

Academic credit is based on attendance. All absences count in an athlete’s total, including illness, doctor’s appointments, homework, family vacations, etc. Attending, but sitting out a practice will count as a half an absence, unless the coaches are handed a note or sent an email from either a parent or doctor. Each athlete earns a grade for swimming. To earn an A, an athlete must have 9 or fewer absences. To earn a B, an athlete must have 12 or fewer absences. Once an athlete is absent 13 times, the maximum grade that can be earned is a C. It will be up to the coaches’ discretion to move an athlete up a grade depending on the reason for the absences. In addition, once an athlete accumulates 13 absences, he or she is subject to other consequences including, but not limited to: forfeiting academic credit entirely, ineligible to receive season end banquet awards, suspension and/or dismissal from the team. The consequences will depend upon the reason for the absences.

Violations of Team Rules will include any of the following consequences: extra conditioning, suspension from the team, and/or removal from the team. If your son or daughter is dismissed from the team for disciplinary reasons, there will be no refund of fees. No academic credit or grade will be earned as well.

Athlete’s Name ________________________

Athlete’s Signature ________________________________ Date __________

Parent’s Signature ________________________________ Date __________